
H O W  T O  P L A Y

BAD BEAT
BACCARAT

Bad Beat Baccarat is the same as regular Baccarat.  The draw rules 
are exactly the same.  There is no 5% commission on a winning 
Banker wager; instead a winning Banker hand of three card total of 7, 
called Banker 7 is a push.

The Banker 7 is an optional wager that pays 40 to 1 when the Banker 
receives a winning three card total of seven.

An optional wager called Player 8, that pays 25 to 1, is also offered.  
Player 8 occurs when the Player receives a winning three card total of 
eight.

Additionally, an optional wager called Bad Beat Baccarat is offered 
when one of the hands, Player or Banker, wins with exactly one point 
over the other hand.  Only the highest winning total is paid.  

BAD BEAT BACCARAT PAY TABLE
Player/Banker Hand         Payout Odds
3-card total of 9 wins over 3-card total of 8 ........................... 40 to 1
2-card total of 9 (natural) wins over
2-card total of 8 (natural) ....................................................... 10 to 1
Any hand total of 8 wins over any hand total of 7 ................... 6 to 1
Any hand total of 7 wins over any hand total of 6 ................... 4 to 1
All other hands that win by 1 point (6 over 5,
5 over 4, 4 over 3, 3 over 2, 2 over 1, or 1 over 0) .................. 1 to 1

Another optional wager called the Super Shot Bad Beat offers three 
individual wagers and is nterchangeable between Player or the Banker 
hands.

SUPER SHOT BAD BEAT BACCARAT PAY TABLE
Player/Banker Hand         Payout Odds
3-card total of 9 wins over 3-card total of 8 ........................... 200 to 1
2-card total of 9 (natural) wins over 2-card total of 8 (natural) 50 to 1 
Any hand total of 8 wins over any hand total of 7 ................... 25 to 1

The player must place the regular Player or Banker bet in order to 
place the optional Banker 7, Player 8, Bad Beat Baccarat wager
and/or the optional Super Shot Bad Beat wager.

Side wagers are prohibited. 

Baccarat rules apply.




